In this paper, we study the nth order analogues of certain integral operators allied to the Hubert transform and to Dirichlet's integrals. Most of the results known to be true for n = 0 are proved for the general case. Some cases in which the analogy fails are also considered. Among the integrals considered are transforms B Inversion processes by which / may be expressed in terms of the B^ and I# n) operators are also obtained. The results proved in the paper are also shown to be true for integrals defined with respect to a continuous parameter v. These integrals reduce to the original ones when v is an integer.
Let the functions c {^( x), s {^( x), c n (x) and s n (x) be defined as follows:
c™(x) = Σ and β^) are defined for integers n ^ 0, and 2^} for, w ^ - [1] , and has since been studied by Goldberg [2] , Heywood [3] and Kober [4] . The transform I a (f) has been studied by the author elsewhere. The integrals are all related to Hubert and Fourier transforms, and the properties of B a (f) and /«(/) have been obtained from identities involving the transforms and the operators D a and S a .
In this paper we obtain results involving D^]{f) and S { Λ n) {f) similar to those of D a (f) and S a (f), and use these in studying the transforms B [ a\f) and Ii n) (f).
Among the results obtained are inversion processes by which / may be expressed in terms of B^\f) and I* n) (f) . In Section 7, we show that the exponent n may be replaced by a continuous real (or complex) variable. This is done by replacing the kernels defining the integrals by certain others which reduce to the ones already given when the exponent is an integer. The integrals D^ so obtained define a semi-group of operators.
We shall consider functions of the class L p (-oo (1 ^ p r gΞ 2) is given by 2-The properties of D^(f) and S£\f).
The following lemmas will be employed in the proofs of the results of this section.
Proof. Consider the function 
H(g)(ξ) -ίg(ξ) .
The results (a) and (b) follow by equating real and imaginary parts of this identity.
l/2τr J-« ί
Proof. Let
Then it is easy to verify by integrating by parts that %%n\ Hence by making appropriate summation and putting 2n for n, we obtain A similar expression is obtained by putting -a for a, and the results of the lemma are then easily verified.
Proof. This is a well-known result, a proof of which is given in Lemma β, p. 97, of [5] . (The case in which p -1 or q = 1 is obtained similarly).
In the next theorem, we give expressions for D^n ) (f) and S^n ) (f) in terms of /. These results will be applied later in calculating the integrals for certain special cases. Then g x and ^2 are given in Lemma 2. Hence Theorem 1 follows by applying the product formula for Fourier transforms (Theorems 49 and 75 of [5] D£\f) = 0 if and only if f(x) = 0 for xe (-a,a) and
if and only if f(x) = 0 for xe(-a,a).
Proof. This obviously follows from Theorem 1. 
The results involving c n follow by proceeding similarly. THEOREM 
If fe L
p where p > 1, then for %^0, we have
Also, for geL r ' 9 we have
J-oo J_oo
Proof. Since s w (α?) = 0(1) as α? ~> 0 and is 0(l/# 2 ) as a; -• c>o if 1, it belongs to L q for q ^ 1. Hence by Lemma 3, we have
It is thus clear from Theorem 101 of [5] In Theorem 4 (below) we prove that Si w) (/) = fΓ{JDi n) (/)}. Hence it follows from Theorem 101 of [5] that S^if) e L p . Now suppose that gel/'.
Then we have
the inversion of the integrals being justified by absolute convergence.. The proof of the second product formula follows similarly. (1) and (2) and using Corollary 1.2, we have
The other results of the theorem can be obtained by considering c n (x} in place of s n (x). Proof. These results are obvious consequences of Theorem 3. REMARK 1. We observe here that Corollary 1.1 implies that if feL* where 1< p £ 2, then D^(f) -0 implies D™(f) = S«>(/) = 0 for all 1^0, and so also for Si %) (/). In Section 6, we show that this is the case for feL
Proof. From the product formula for Hubert transforms (Theorem 102 of [5] ) and Lemma 1, we clearly have
Γ s n (t -y)f(t)dt = -Γ H(f)(t)c n (t -y)dt
J_oo J_eo
and Γ c n (t -y)f(t)dt -Γ H(f)(t)8 n (t -y)dt .

J-eo J_eo
We shall now show that Di n) {H(f)} = H{D { a n) (f)}. The corresponding result for S^n ) follows similarly. Let δ > 0 and let b < oo. Then by the absolute convergence of the integrals involved, we have
\ -I f(t + x -y)s n (t -y)dt = l s n (t -y)dt \ -IQL-dx
Ja:+δ X -y J-b J-6 Jί+δ X -t and
f(t + x -y)s n (t -y)dt = I s n (t -y)dt \ JK }
dt .
-o» x -y [4] ) that in this case, / is a member of the class Gl of functions f(x) e L p such that f(z) (z = x + iy) is an entire function of exponential order ^α. For n > 0 however, we show in the next theorem that there is no nontrivial member of L v (l < p ^ 2) satisfying the equation. Further, we show that in any case, we must have | λ | < 1. THEOREM 
Suppose that f satisfies the equation
D^n
) {f) = Xf where n>0 and X Φ 0 . 
Proof. Suppose that /6 L p (1< p <£ 2). Then by applying Theorem l(a), we have -4= Γ (α -I ί \rf(t)e~^dt
Proof. By Theorem 3(a), we have
The result clearly follows from Theorem 5.
Representation theorems for B^n ) (f) and Ii n) (f).
We shall now obtain results by which B^n ) {f) and I* n) (f) are expressed in terms of D^{f) and S^{f). 
If f(t)--g(t -x)dt belongs to L
r for some number r > 1, then dx
Proof. Let x be a fixed finite number. Then by absolute convergence, we have
\'dy\~ f(t)-f~g(t -y)dt = Γ f(t)dt[-£-g(t -y)dy
Jo J-oo dy J-β Jo α?/ and the required result follows immediately. The following identities can be obtained directly from the definition. ax c n (t x) as n {t x) + (2n + 1) 
Proof. By using the identity Proof. This is easily verified by substituting for U
Note. An expression similar to that given in Corollary 6.1 can be obtained for Di n+1) (f) by putting H(f) for / and using Theorem 4. By substituting i?i m) (/), S^if) and £Γ(/) respectively for / in the identities of Theorems 6 and 7, and using Theorems 3 and 4, we have the following:
The results of the next theorem will be applied in deriving the inversion processes for B^\f) and I# n) (f).
Proof. It is quite easy to verify these results from the identities (6)- (11) 
